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Attracting leads

Broadcast/Brand Advertising

Non specific

Ad blindness

'Whiskery' - Too salesy, Turns people off, puts 
them on the defensive.

Better
Identify a specific issue

Have you been affected by....

Looking for a divorce attorney

Still often sales focused

Best

Separate identifying prospects from making an 
offer.

Focus on cheese

Concentrate on giving the answer

Benefits

Specific to their question &a conversation 
already going on in their mind

Allows you to start the relationship by helping

Easier for you to follow up as you know what 
sparked their interest

     1) Select a single target market (for this 
campaign)

Area of law / problem

Geographic

Common questions

Legislative changes

     2) Create a way for interested people to 
raise their hand in a low commitment way.

Email Mastery Advertorial > Landing Page

What to do at 62

The Adult Acne Cure

     3) Educate and motivate people to take the 
next step when they are ready

Email follow up sequence

Flagship Communications

It's all about identifying invisible leads and 
starting a conversation LEADS: Let's Engage and Do Something

Creating a way for interested people to raise 
their hand

Meetings/Seminars

Video

Blog Posts

Books

Opportunity for Pre-suasion

Quirk of history meaning books currently have 
more authority

Easier to create than every before

Amplify the realtionship

Giving

Helpful

All cheese

People feel like they have taken an active step 
toward solving a problem just by getting a 
copy of a book

Call to action can leverage this and people 
can be pre-shaded to take the next step

You can amplify this 'journey' with email follow 
up having captured leads

All told, it helps them complete their thought.

Set up / structure that most people think of

Titles

The 2017 Citizenship Application Guide - the 7 
steps you must follow to accurately submit 
your N-400

The 2017 Ohio Guide to...

The 2017 Muslim Guide to...

The 2017 Teachers Guide to...

(Differentiation needs to be authentic, but 
doesn't need to be 100% different. Can be 
10% niche & 90% standard. 10% is still useful)

There is lots of information available out there 
for free, but the value is in your opinion, 
experience & expertise.

Content

As complete as possible. A single target market is helpful here as it 
gives constraints.

Narrow & deep is better than shallow and 
broad

Back cover Provide next steps

No commitment Watch our videos

MVC - Minimum Viable Commitment (way to 
identify hotter prospects or capture non-optin 
leads)

Download a copy of the checklist

Let us do it for you Mafia offer - Easy to start, hard to resist

Email or call me Catch all

It's easy to forget the value of the basic 
information you know, to a potential customer 
desperate for info.

The most important order

Title

Resonate with a question they are already 
asking

What to do at 62

Winter Haven Lakefront Homes Pricing Guide

The Erin's Law Solution

The Ultimate Non-Surgical Knee Pain Solution

The Adult Acne Cure

Promise a solution

Amplify with a subheading

You're aiming for people to say 'Yes, I want 
that'

Cover

Eye catching

Amplify title

Not trying to win eyes on a shelf, but are trying 
to win eyes in a social stream

Facebook loophole

FB demographic targeting is the best. 
Google's Intent based search is the best

FB text per ad limit can prevent ads from 
running (also it's a more visual context)

Books covers have a specific exclusion on this 
limit.

Useful to convey more info 'hidden' in the 
cover.

FB Lead ads - Now even faster to collect leads

Back Cover / Call to Action

MVC - Minimum Viable Commitment to lead 
people to the next step.

Logical, valuable next step.

Still free, adds value, builds relationship

Have a way to collect non-opted in leads 
(physical copies)

Mafia offer - Compelling, easy to start

The first step.

What if you only got paid if they were 
successful.

Free option for those just looking (at the 
moment)

Give a way to contact you (catch all) but don't 
make this the only option

(Remember, it doesn't have to be direct to you. 
It can be filtered)

SALES - Show All Leads Easy Solutions

Follow up

Continue the conversation by email.

The aim is to start a conversation Imagine you were having a conversation with 
that person in front of you.

What are the 5-7 follow up conversation 
points?

Make it easy on yourself & highlight content in 
the book. (Amplify content already there, 
rather than thinking about creating new 
content)

Assume they are 5* prospects & ask questions 
as if they are perfect clients.

Move to Flagship Communication sequence 
after sequence Stay engaged until they are ready

Content

Notice how for a book who's purpose is lead 
generation, content is the leas important.

Readership completion numbers across the 
boards are low.

It needs to be good enough, accurate, 
valuable, but the book is not the product, the 
lead is the product.

Don't charge, or charge very little

Set the context to maintain value - 'After years 
of practice I repeatedly see the same 
mistakes. I wanted to make sure this 
information gets into the hands of as many 
people as possible, so rather than charging, I 
understand you are paying with your time...'

Content needs to lead from the promise of the 
title to the next step of the back cover

Narrow & deep is far FAR easier than broad & 
shallow

Constraints are you friend

Constraints make it more likely readers will 
finish it.

People understand there is always more you 
could talk about - Next steps

They are frustrated if the promise of the title 
isn't delivered

A next step is useful & provides more

A wide, shallow book, not delivering on the title 
& then a next step seems like bait & switch.

The 90-Minute Books Process

Benefits

Focus on capturing attention & adding value. 
Don't get hung up on writing a best seller.

Fast to market, Lean, the 80% Solution

You can't know how the market will respond, 
so much more successful to get something out 
there to test, then iterate.

Being out there with something can begin to 
engage. 80% of something is better than 
100% of nothing.

Cost effective way to test, then develop 
winners

Follow the VC model of picking good probably 
winners, rather than putting all you eggs in 
one basket.

Your Book

Best value adding way to start conversations 
& build rapport

Great way to collect many leads & sift/sort in 
the next stage

Non threatening way to collaborate with other 
groups/organizations that may object to 
advertising.

Still has built in authority

Starting by giving build reciprocity and pre-
suasion.

Outline

Dial in your ideas

Outcome is to have a title & call to action 
(know what you are answering & where you 
are leading people)

From that build the chapter structure that will 
answer the questions in a logical, complete 
way.

What are the questions customers ask

Where can you add value

What titles engage/resonate with your target 
audience

Based on the questions you are answering 
(your title), what is the best next step the 
reader could take?

Would the Table of Content tell a logical story?

Next Step

Titles workshop

Done for You

90minutebooks.com/get-started

Focus on what you are good at. The 
knowledge.

Refining you idea can be a challenge. Have 
someone guide you is useful.

The production steps can be 'annoying'

It's much faster ;)

Record

The easiest way to capture your content is to 
'speak' your book

You know your subject. A good outline will 
guide you to hit on all the points you already 
know.

Where possible, have someone interview you.It is much easier to speak to a person, rather 
than speak into a 'dead mic'

Position your book as a 'conversation with an 
expert' in the introduction

The purpose of the book is to provide 
information, rather than entertain, so in this 
context, positioning the book as a 
conversation is fine. Don;t get caught up 
making it narrative.

Edit

This is the part that kills most started projects. 
Try not to get too caught up in the edit. If you 
had a logical outline & stuck to it, the content 
will be fine. Don't try to re-write the recording

Make sure it's accurate & check for obviously 
spelling/grammar mistakes.

Don't get distracted by illustrations, pictures, 
charts etc. All this holds up the process

This can be a version 2 enhancement for the 
project that becomes a winner

It you are concerned, position it a a 'beta' book
I wanted to share this important information 
but understand they may be something's 
we've assumed... If you feel there is a section 
missing or not clear enough, let me know.

Cover

Don't do this yourself

There are many Cover design services out 
there

99Designs

Upwork

Createspace

Size - Our favorite dimensions is 5*8. It feels a 
good size & maximizes your content.

Amplify your title. Be eye catching. Refer to 
you corporate colors (thematically similar) but 
don't over emphasize logos etc (whiskers)

PublishingCreateSpace is the simplest platform to use.Many templates etc, cost effective printing & 
directly connected to Amazon


